Olde South Limited
To all of our Southern Heritage customers, friends, acquaintances
and loyalists!
In this, our 21st year of promoting the spirit of the Old South and it’s
heritage, we pause to thank each and everyone who has so heartedly
supported our efforts to continue its legacy.
What began as a pioneering venture of producing the country’s
only Confederate themed checks in an even MORE “politically
correct” society than was imagined, it has withstood the test of time
and has blossomed into an enterprise which additionally offers an
array of products showcasing traditions, symbols, and a way of life
appreciated by all proud Southerners.
On the following pages of this, our second catalogue, we’re
confident that you will find something to your liking as well as for
that special someone on your Christmas or “any occasion” list.
We add only items to our inventory that embody the spirit of the
Old South - nothing vain nor demeaning to our precious Southern
Heritage. Our high quality products make giving a pleasure and
creates pride in both the giver and the recipient.
We shall furnish supplements as additional and interesting
merchandise is added to our already exciting inventory. Seeking
something not shown here? Kindly contact us. Every effort will be
made to accomodate.
We invite you to order by mail, telephone, e-mail or fax. Additionally,
we now offer the ability to purchase all of our products online.
Please visit our website at www.oldesouthltd.com and click the link
for the online store.
As always, satisfaction assured or your money cheerfully refunded
- except special edition items on pages 9, 10, 35 & 46.
A portion of each sale benefits the preservation of our Southern
Heritage.
God bless the South - it’s rising again!
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Check Book Covers
Classically designed to complement your personal checks - especially our
classic editions. Makes a great “any occasion” gift also.

A

B

C

D

$7.00 each or just $6.00 with check order.
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Return Address Labels
Introducing our latest! This classic 1” x 2 1/2” 3 color special
edition will add that extra dimension of Southern Pride to all
your correspondence. Available in sets of 100 and modestly
priced at $16.95 per set.
Name and address to be printed on label:

________________________________

R. Butler and S. O ,Hara
1861 Magnolia Lane
Tara, Georgia 01865

________________________________
________________________________
Lettering Styles:

Script

Old English

Calligraphy

Freehand

“I expect you to achieve your independence or to die in the attempt.”
				
				-Nathan Bedford Forrest

Photocopying Encouraged
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Help Proclaim Our Southern HeritageSo Vital During This Sesquicentennial

Now offering these classically designed vinyl all-weather seals proudly
declaring one’s support “For the Cause”. Measuring just over 1” x 1 1/2”,
they are excellent for use on envelopes and packages as well as on countless
outdoor applications (equipment, hard hats, tools, vehicles, windows etc.)

A

B

C

D

E
$15.00 Per Set of 100 - Any combination
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Our classic issue of the country’s only truly Confederate Christmas card
selection. Designed and proudly produced in the South, by Southerners - US! This assortment features 15 boxed cards, 3 each of 5 gorgeous designs
(Christmas Blessing, Christmas Moon, Return To Clark’s Mountain, The
Parting and To Fairfax For Christmas), each with its special sentiments,
along with envelopes, matching seals and “Sent To” register. For that
special fellow Southerner.
Equally classic is our elegant note card offering. Boxed 15, 3 each of 5
exciting designs (A Ride With Anna, After The Storm, Battlefield Prayer,
Gettysburg Moon and The Horse Marines), with envelopes, matching
seals and “Sent To” register, this selection makes that ideal special gift or
for personal use.
The 2016 “Legends in Gray” calendar is a yearly Mort Kunstler
spectacular. Twelve stunning scenes with commentary, highlights of the
War Between the States and famous birthdays make this an annual “must
have”.
Order now for assured delivery in time for the Holiday Season.

Calendars - $16.95
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All cards are special editions by renowned artist John Paul Strain.

Christmas Cards - $19.95

Note Cards - $13.95

This note card selection featuring 6 4 1/2” x
6 1/4” (folded) editions of heavy stock and
magnificent artwork meet the commands
these flags deserve. Excellent for personal use
or as an anytime gift to that special Southern
patriot. 		
$2.99 or 3 for $7.50

Memo Pads - classic & impressive for
conveying those special messages. Measures
5.5” x 8.5”.
$4.99
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Joyful Harps CDs

Music, the universal language, adds a real dimension to any occasion. And at
Christmas time especially, what could be more relaxing than the angelic sounds of
harp strings proclaiming the season.
This Joyful Harps production by sisters Raquelle and Heather Sheen, Southern
Belles both, offers a wide selection of Christmas classics -- from the quietly
reflective “What Child is This?” to the spirited and lively “Deck the Halls”. Enjoy
18 fabulous selections with a playing time of 45 minutes.
Additionally, enjoy any or all of your period favorites from their 5 other outstanding
selections, each with playing time of about 55 minutes. All CD’s are modestly
priced at $14.50 each.
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A Classic Southern Tribute

Into Memory They Ride
Dedicated May 9, 1970

A masterfully double-matted framed sheet of uncirculated Stone Mountain
Memorial 6 cents stamps commissioned by the US Postal Service on
September 19, 1970, in recognition of the mountain’s official dedication
on May 9, 1970.
Showcased is the prominence of heroic Southern Generals Robert E.
Lee and Stonewall Jackson, along with President Jefferson Davis, so
eloquently carved on its historic face.
Complementing this classic are 2 near-mint condition (MS64 and MS65)
Stone Mountain half-dollars, circa 1925 - 1 displaying the obverse, the
other its reverse. This 14”x18” special edition museum quality keepsake
will grace that special “Wall of Honor”.
Attractively priced at $650.00.
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Here’s your opportunity! We have all remaining of the precious few
Confederate Flags that flew over the S.C. State House just prior to this
historic era’s end on July 1, 2000.
Each edition is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity, personally
issued to the buyer and signed by a State Legislator.
Order now -- soon there will be no more!

$2800.00

(Includes special shipping and handling)
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Flags
We carry a large assortment and sizes of the Confederacy’s most popular
flags. All are made of durable nylon or super polyester.

A - Bonnie Blue

B - 1st National

C - S.C. Secession

D - 1st Palmetto

E - Naval Jack

F - 2nd National

G - Battle Flag

H - 3rd National

I - Gadsden

J - “Real” Georgia

K - Indian
Naval Jack

L - Eagle
Naval Jack

M - Lee’s
Headquarters

N - Mississippi

O - North Carolina

P - Alabama

3’x5’ - $13.95 Each (Polyester)
3’x5’ - $16.95 Each (Nylon)
3’x5’ - $59.95 Each (Heavy duty sewn cotton with embroidered stars)
3’x5’ - $114.95 Each (Gold fringed - for indoor use)
(Other sizes and flags available - call for options)
Stick Flags
4” x 6” -- $1.25 each
12” x 18” -- $2.95 each

6 Flag Gold
Fringed Set

Olde South Catalog

5 flag desk set & stand -- $11.95
6 flag desk set & stand (not shown) -$13.95
Gold fringed with stand -- $16.95

5 Flag Set
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License Plates
This collection offers that extra dimension for even the most discriminating.
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H
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$5.00 each
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License Plates (continued)
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Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

AA

AB

AC

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH
$5.00 each
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Bumper Stickers
$1.50 each
A

B
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P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

AA
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Mini Stickers
$1.00 each

B

A

Also available for interior

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

K

J

Also available for interior

Left - Sparkle Flag
Pressure Sensitive Foil
3 3/4” x 5 1/4” (top)
1 3/4” x 2 1/2” (bottom)
Sheet of 3 - $4.00
Right - Gas Lid Stickers
Round or 7”x5.5” Oblong
$3.50 each
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Pressure Sensitive Foil

Except for H, I, K, N, O, & P

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

K

J

M

L

Micro Mini - Stickers (2 1/2” x 3 1/2”) All Weather Vinyl.
.75 Cents each

N
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Bandannas
This colorful 22” x 22” selection offers a variety of uses. Wear as a
bandanna, use as window treatments, place mats, etc.

A

B

C

D

E

F
F: Doggie Bandanna
Allow that favorite “Dixie”
pooch to show support for
“The Cause”
S-M-L $4.95 Each

A - E $3.25 each

“Direction must be reversed immediately if we are to save our
precious Southern Heritage - - a Heritage that is eroding like flood
waters spilling over an overloaded dam!”
					
					
-Author Unknown
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Caps
With this array of selections, there’s bound to
be one for every head and every personality!
$10.00 Each - Embroidered

B

C

D- $11.00

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

A

$6.00 Each

$13.00

$7.00 Each

M
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Mens Printed T-Shirts
Top quality tee shirts are in limited supply and are “close-out” priced!

A

B

C

D
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I

J

K

L

This and next page
S,M,L,XL - $9.00
XXL - $10.00

Olde South Catalog
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Mens Printed T-Shirts

M

P

N

O

Q - $13.00
(Embroidered
Long Sleeve)

“Yea, but I did you one better. I personally killed 30 of your men.”
-Nathan Bedford Forrest’s reply to the Yankee General who
teased about shooting 29 horses from under him.
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Two Sided T-Shirts

AA

AB

AC

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH

AI
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This and next page
S,M,L,XL - $10.00
XXL - $11.00
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Two Sided T-Shirts

AG

AH

AL
AJ
AK
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A Sobering Observation
Prohibition of the Lord’s Prayer and the Pledge of Allegiance in most schools because
the word “God” is mentioned, inspired a child in Arizona to compose the following new
school prayer:

Now I sit me down in school,
Where praying is against the rule.
For this great nation under God,
Finds mention of him very odd.
If scripture now the class recites,
It violates the bill of rights.
And anytime my head I bow,
Becomes a federal matter now.
Our hair can be purple, orange or green,
That’s no offense; it’s a freedom scene.
The law is specific, the law is precise,
Prayers spoken aloud are a serious vice.
For praying in a public hall,
Offends those with no faith at all!
In silence alone we meditate,
God’s name is prohibited by the state.
We’re allowed to cuss and dress like freaks,
And pierce our noses, tongues and cheeks.
They’ve outlawed guns, but first the Bible.
To quote the good book makes me liable.
We elect a pregnant senior queen,
And the unwed daddy our senior king.
It’s inappropriate to teach right from wrong,
We’re taught that such ‘judgments’ do not belong.
We can get our condoms and birth controls,
Study witchcraft, vampires and totem poles.
The Ten Commandments are not allowed,
No word of God must reach this crowd.
It’s scary here I must confess,
When chaos reigns, the school’s a mess.
So, Lord, this silent plea I make:
Should I be shot, my soul please take!
Amen.
If you aren’t ashamed to do so, please pass this on. Jesus said “If you are ashamed of
me, I will be ashamed of you before my Father.”
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Ladies T-Shirts

A

B
(Long Sleeve)

C
(Spaghetti Straps)

D

E

F

G

H

I
(Long Sleeve and
Embroidered)

J
S, M, L, XL - $8.00
XXL - $9.00
Items B & I - S, M, L, XL - $9.00
XXL - $10.00
All shirts are top quality, in limited supply, and are “close-out” priced!
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Ladies Printed T-Shirts

J

K

L

M

N
(Long Sleeve)

O
(Spaghetti Straps)

P
(Spaghetti Straps)

Q

R

S

S, M, L, XL - $8.00
XXL - $9.00

T

Item N - S, M, L, XL - $9.00
XXL - $10.00
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Children’s T-Shirts

A

B

C

D
All Sizes - $4.95 Each

“I shall return to Virginia and share the fortune of my people.”
					
					
-Robert E. Lee
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Neck Ties
Hand made, 100% polyester

C

B

A

E

F

D

G

$11.00 each
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Belt Buckles

Another option to show your Southern Pride! These are classy western silver,
pewter and gold accented editions.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M ($20.00 Pewter)

N - $14.50

O - $14.50

(Includes Confederate
States’ history imprinted on
reverse)

P - $13.50

A-E $12.00
F-L $16.00
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Lapel Pins

We have a huge assortment for the lapel, your favorite cap or tie.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

AA

AB

$1.50 each
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Flags of the Confederacy
Lapel Pin Set
(Each flag’s history included)

$13.00 Per Set

“Always confuse, deceive and mislead your enemy.”
		

30

-Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson
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Earrings
Battle flag earrings exclusively for pierced ears. American made by Ear
Excellence and are gift boxed.

A - 1” Diameter - $8.00

B - 1/2” x 3/4” - $7.00

C - 1/2” x 3/4” - $7.00

D - 1/2” x 3/4” - $7.00

E - 5/8” Diameter - $7.00

Olde South Catalog
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Necklaces

Daintally & colorfully designed, but engineered to make a bold statement.
These 18” and 20” editions are a “must have” for every jewelery case.

A
(20 Inches)

B
(18 Inches)

$6.00 Each

C
(20 Inches)

Wall Clocks

A

B
Time for all good Confederates. 12” Diameter.
Requires 1 AA battery (not included)
$15.00 each

C

“Life may not be the party we hoped for, but while we are here, we
may as well dance!”
				
-Author Unknown
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Southern Flair
These neoprene koozies offer superior
insulation and never stick to cans or
bottles. Stretchable, washable, and
foldable. Bottle koozie has zippered back.
Can $3.50, Bottle $6.50

A

Enjoy that “winning hand” even
more with these Confederate
Flag playing cards.
Per Deck - $3.25

B

This 30” x 60” terrycloth
towel makes a great statement
anywhere -- by the pool, at the
lake, beach, etc. $16.00
Cellphone Holster/ Pouch: This
colorful yet practical holster/ pouch
is a sure-fire conversation starter.
Expandable to fit most cell phones.
$6.00
Light Up for Dixie! This assortment
of windproof lighters are budget
priced at just $4.00 each!
(Reference letters alphabetically
from top left clockwise)
This souvenir mini fork and spoon
set are sure to be the highlight of any
collection.
$6.00
Add a touch of class and character
to your computer work area with this
mousepad. Makes a useful gift, as well.
$4.00 each
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Southern Flair

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Looking for something on the lighter side? This shot glass selection featuring 11
distinctive designs are splendid conversation starters. Choose any combination
of 5 per set. Inexpensive yet excellent little stocking stuffers.
Inscriptions: A – Flag with Fish, B – “Redneck”, C – Flag with Deer, D –
“These Colors Don’t Run”, E – “Wishing you faster horses, younger women,
older whiskey, more money”, F – “101% Rebel”, G – “American By Birth,
Southern By The Grace of God” H – “The South Shall Rise Again” I – “Don’t
Mess With Dixie” J – “Rebel Shot Glass” K – “Dixie – The Closest Thing to
Heaven”
$11.50 per Set*
*Add $1.50 if J is included
6 ounce stainless steel hip flask
handsomely boxed. Numerous
uses. Ideal gift item.
$8.00

A

What better way to pay tribute to
our Confederate patriots than by
displaying this classic magnet on
your vehicle. A great gift item.
Only $4.00.

Even spinach tastes good on these colorful
12”x16” vinyl placements. Choose from the
Naval Jack (A) or Rebel Hunter (B)
Set of four - $12. Set of six - $18.

B
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ATTENTION: “Gone With The Wind” Enthusiasts

Nostalgia Extraordinaire

Ultimate Collector’s Edition
Winner of 10 Academy Awards and 1939 Movie of the year.
This sensational limited and numbered edition 70th anniversary
five-disc DVD set, stars Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh in their
best ever performances!
Excellently mastered in Hi-Definition and includes some 8
hours of timeless extras plus an exclusive 52 page hardcover
photo and production art book, 10 5”x7” framable watercolor
art prints, CD soundtrack sampler and reproduction of the
original 1939 program. Beautifully packaged in a one-of-a-kind
velvet case.
We have what we believe to be the remaining few copies of
this historical classic. Only 150,000 were produced, making
this truly the keepsake of all keepsakes!
Affordably offered at $54.95
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Real Southern Pecans

Southern Captain Hardy
Smith (Oct. 24, 1841 - Dec.
6, 1912), who valorously
engaged in and survived
the famous 7 Day Battle
of Mechanicsville despite
losing an arm.

New crop (Stewart and Seedlings) from the groves of this Confederate’s
plantation.
This holiday season, enjoy the fruits of this legend’s freshly harvested crop
- - ideal for that favorite fruitcake, pie or just satisfying the “munchies”.
What better way to promote the legacy of yet another of our Southern heros.
Shipped directly from the plantation in handsomely packaged one pound
bags and modestly priced at $3 per bag (either species). Specify variety
desired.
Makes a superb stocking stuffer.
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Beverage Mugs
Excellent additions to your current collection or for that special
“someone”.

Our finest mug ever! This 20 ounce
“We Still Love You, General Lee”
limited edition Kunstler rendering
is exquisitely designed, finished
in 14 karat gold bordering, and
handsomely boxed. $15.00

Continuous design showcases 7
Confederate icons (Lee, Davis,
Jackson, Johnston, Hill, Stuart
& Bragg) to inspire enjoyment of
your favorite drink. 10 oz.
$7.00

Enjoy your favorite beverage
as you “Ride with Forrest”.
Colorfully gift boxed. 10 oz.
$7.00

Admire the flags and enjoy your
favorite beverage at the same
time. 10 oz.
$6.00
16 ounce Confederate travel
mug. Durable plastic and
stainless steel construction.
Dishwasher safe. Ideal for
camping and outdoor events.
Makes a great stocking stuffer.
$7.50

Olde South Catalog
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Post Cards

B

A

D

C
4 for $1.00 (any combination)

“If war does come, I, myself will never shoot a darkie as long as I can
see a scalawag.”
				-Nathan Bedford Forrest
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Cooking, Baking & Dessert Publications

A - ‘Tis the season for cooking and baking! This
hardcover collection of some 340 of Dixie’s finest
recipes -- from buttermilk biscuits and cheese grits
casserole to Virigina applesauce cake -- is sure
to evoke true Old South flavor. From Confederate
kitchens nationwide and as Southern as moonlight
and magnolia, the easy-to-follow instructions
ensure the most delicious dishes ever to grace your
sideboard. A complement to every kitchen.
As an added bonus, numerous historic anecdotes
and previously unpublished photos of Confederate
soldiers are sprinkled throughout this great
publication. $23.95

B - A 240 page collection of truly Southern dessert
recipes will graciously complement that special or
anytime meal. From literally hundreds of choices, even
the culinary experts can be satisfied.
Sprinkled throughout are numerous tidbits of little
known Confederate facts and other trivia - - a “must
have” for the kitchen library.
$21.95
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Books
No library is complete without this amazingly detailed flag history of the
War Between the States.

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Author, historian, and researcher Glenn Dedmondt offers a series of
publications covering those flags of Alabama, Arkansas, Missouri, North
Carolina, and South Carolina. His works provide a wealth of information
to those who appreciate the bravery and the cause for independence these
banners represent.
Though not Mr. Dedmondt’s works, publications of the remaining states
Louisiana, Tennessee, and Texas adequately cover their history.
C-G $21.95, H $16.95, I $18.95, J $17.95
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K - The Man, The Soldier, The Legend! This
production reveals far and away the sharpest
pictures ever offered of this enigmatic figure. A
950 page hard cover edition with index authored by
James I. Robertson, Jr.
$22.50
L - This 225 page hardback offers a plan for the
new rise. Neither political party will endorse it, but
Southerners must read author R. Gordon Thornton’s
words before the window of opportunity closes.
$18.95

M - Stephen W. Seaps presents a towering landmark
in War Between the States literature, long considered
one of the great masterpieces of military history. Now
available in this one-volume hard cover abridgment.
910 pages with index and maps.
$22.50
N - This Thomas Moore paper back edition of a
moving beautifully written story whose southern
rhythms and passion are celtic to the core. Truly a
fiction novel to remember. 315 pages.
$15.95
O - With so much written about the War Between the States, from Battles
to Generals & everything in between, accounts of courage & resiliency
of the young people who were affected were glaringly missing. Author
Debra West Smith showcases a myriad of unbelievable experiences by
these unsung heroes whose contributions to werl countries. 112 page
paperback.
$12.75
P - A literary masterpiece, skillfully crafted by author Tom C.
McKenney, chronicaling the efforts of quiet, unassuming & weary
plantation owner Jack Hinson, who became a Confederate sniper
& eventual scout for Nathan B. Forrest. After witnessing two sons
executed & decapitated by Union troops.
$25.75
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Q - This should qualify as a
S - No doubt the best! This
“college course.”
covers it all -- ask anyone
$22.95
who’s read it!
R- A lighthearted 170 page
$18.95
paperback by this colorful
southern writer reveals
smart, hilarious writings
about the place and the
people he loved. $9.95

T - Stirring memories of life growing up as a
sharecropper’s son in the Mississippi delta during
the ‘40s & ‘50s, this 159 page paperback contains
59 short stories detailing the efforts of poor dirt
farmers to feed their families & keep a roof over
their heads.
Ernie Lowery, one of our very own, shares his
boyhood experiences of the hard work and
determination needed to survive -- real life
adventures that rival those of the lovable fictionals
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.
These times, reminiscent of the era’s many, so
controversially ignored by todays “Politically
Correct” media, give the reader a sobering
observation of every poor, but proud, Southerner.
An absolute must read!
Each copy personally signed by the author. $13.95
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U - Is the United States simply too big to govern? This 261 page
hardcover edition , by authors Kent Masterson Brown, Marshall
DeRosa, Thomas D. Lorenzo, Donald Livingston, Yuri Maltsen,
Kirkpatrick Sale & Rob Williams, Scholars all, begins the discussion
with researched essays providing fresh insights at a time when the 19th
Century naturalistic language of “One and Indivisible” is losing it’s
salience. $24.75
V - This 32 page pocket sized paperback by renowned pastor
& scholar John Weaver gives the irefutille facts regarding the
World’s most misunderstood flag. A“must read.”
$5.00

These Tommie Lyn classics, while eloquently illustrating the
endurance of our Scottish ancestors through suffering without
complaint or succumbing to self-pity, closely parallels that of our own
Confederate forefathers. These are definitely “must reads”!

W - A stirring tale of one man’s rememberance journey through
life. A story of adventure and love...of faith, loss and redemption.
$14.95

X - This second, in a series of four, is set against the backdrop of
the tumultuous years of the American Revolution. It continues the
saga of the MacLachlainn family, whose fortune and future is tied
to the fate of the new nation.
$14.95

Y - As time passes, Yonvusdi MacLachlainn, as a young adult,
falls in love with Susanne Guerrant. They set up housekeeping
and he is content. However, tragedy strikes and he is once again
homeless. Third in the series of four, the author focuses on details
surrounding everyday life of the era -- so reminiscent of the WBTS
days.
$14.95

(Fourth of this series available soon.)
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Connecting Our Past to the Present
A RETURN TO YESTERYEAR! Share your memories from kinder, gentler
times with those you love. Each of the colorful yet inexpensive 24 page
“Walk Down Memory Lane” classics, complete with envelopes for mailing
convenience, features fascinating information that will trigger countless
emotions as you reminisce about that special year, birth, graduation, first
love, wedding, etc.

A - The perfect holiday gift for
friends & family. Will evoke
many wonderful memories of
everyone’s favorite time of year.

C - See your special year unfold
before your eyes! The perfect
way to quickly capture the past.
Years 1920 - 2001

B - A treasured keepsake that
will recall fond memories of
your special years.
Years 1930 - 1999

D - That special year comes alive
with interesting fun facts such as
news headlines, movies, sports,
etc. Nostalgia extraordinaire!
Years 1900-2001

A,B, and C are just $5.99 each. D just $4.99 each.
Indicate the year(s) desired for publications B, C and D
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For The Children

Excellent learning guides for young Southern minds.

This book provides an illustrated guide
to the life of Jefferson Davis, Confederate
President. 32pp, 32 illus. Ages 3-5. $3.95

From the importance of cannons to the
history of the Confederate Naval Jack, this
activity book has it all. 40pp, 23 illus. Ages
3-5. $8.95
From the brave sailors of the Alabama
to the Confederacy’s nurses and soldiers,
this alphabet book pays tribute to every
Southerner who protected Dixie. The
Confederate soldier’s experience is captured
in illustration, song, and fact. 32pp, 31 illus.
Ages 5-8. $16.99
“On the first day of Christmas my sugar
gave to me a porch swing by a peach
tree.” Subsequent gifts include two plates
of grits, three skillet lickers and more.
32pp, 31 illus. Ages 5-8. $16.95
Jeb Stuart led the Confederate Cavalry
in the Shenandoah Valley and served
as Robert E. Lee’s “eyes” until his death.
160pp, 5 illus. Ages 8-12. $7.95
Two boys grow up on Oakland Plantation
in Virginia. After the close of the war,
they are determined to heal the South
from the tragedy of war. 180pp, 8 illus.
Ages 8-12. $15.95
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CSA Silver Dollars
Limited edition promotion featuring CSA Generals Barksdale, Beauregard,
Cleburne, Forrest, Hill, Hood, Jackson, Lee, Longstreet, Morgan, Pickett
and Stuart along with President Jefferson Davis.

(reverse)

Coins are .999 silver with mirror finish in a plastic case. Each is
numbered on the rim below the bust. Matched serial numbered sets
available are:
1st Set - $5,000.00
2 thru 50 ($1,400.00 per set) and 814-825 ($1,100.00 per set)
Sets are boxed in solid wood cases with battle flag mat as illustrated
above. Individual coins available for $69.95 while current supplies
last.
This is an ideal “Anytime Gift” for that special southerner or for
personal investment. Order now as this offer will not be repeated.
(Market fluctuations may alter prices)
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I LOVE BEING
SOUTHERN
• Only a Southerner knows the difference between a hissie fit and a conniption fit and that you don’t
“HAVE” them, you “PITCH” them!
• Only a Southerner can show or point to the general direction of “yonder”.
• Only a Southerner knows exactly how long “directly” is – as in: “Going to town, be back directly”.
• Even Southern babies know that “Gimme some sugar” is not a request for the white, granular
sweet substance that sits in a pretty little bowl in the middle of the table.
• All Southerners know exactly when “by and by” is. They might not use the term, but they know
the concept well.
• Only Southerners grow up knowing the difference between “right near” and “right far piece”.
They also know that “just down the road” can be 1 mile or 20.
• No true Southerner would ever assume that the car with the flashin’ turn signal is actually going
to make a turn.
• A Southerner knows that “fixin’” can be used as a noun, a verb, or an adverb.
• Only Southerners make friends while standing in lines and when they are, they talk to everyone.
• When you hear someone say, “Well, I caught myself lookin’” you know you are in the presence of
a genuine Southerner!
• Put 100 Southerners in a room and half of them will discover they’re related, even if only by
marriage.
• Southerners never refer to one person as “y’all” and they never ever say “you guys”!
• Southerners know grits come from corn and how to eat them.
• Only a Southerner knows how many fish, collard greens, turnip greens, peas, beans, etc. make up
a “mess”.
• Every Southerner knows tomatoes with eggs, bacon, grits, red eye gravy, and coffee are perfectly
wonderful breakfast foods; fried green tomatoes are not.
• Every Southerner’s summer delight is that seasonal delicacy, “New Crop” boiled peanuts!
• Only true Southerners say “sweet tea” and “sweet milk”. Sweet tea indicates the need for sugar
and lots of it. “Sweet milk” means you don’t want buttermilk!
• Only a Southerner knows instinctively that the best gesture of solace for a neighbor who has
trouble is a plate of hot fried chicken and a big bowl of cold potato salad. If the neighbor’s trouble
is a real crisis, they also know to add a large banana puddin’!
• True Southerners know not to scream obscenities at little old ladies who drive 30 MPH along the
freeway. They simply pass, say, “Bless her heart”, and go on their merry way.
• To those of you who are still having a hard time understanding all this Southern stuff, bless your
hearts! I hear they are fixin’ to have classes on Southerness as a second language!
• And for those who are not from the South, but who have lived here a long time, y’all need to hang
a sign on your front porch that reads, “I ain’t from the South, but I got here as fast as I could!”
BLESS YOUR HEARTS -- Y’ALL HAVE A BLESSED DAY!
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The
“TAPS”
Story

The origination of “Taps”, played at military funerals, all began
in July, 1862.
During the War Between the States, Union Army Captain, Robert
Ellicombe and his men were camped near Harrison’s Landing in
Virginia. The Confederate Army occupied the other side of this
narrow land strip.
During the night, Captain Ellicombe heard the moan of a soldier
who lay critically wounded on the battlefield. Not knowing if he
was Union or Confederate, he opted to risk his life and bring the
stricken man back for medical attention. Crawling on his stomach
through gunfire, he reached the soldier and slowly began pulling
him back toward the encampment. Finally returning to his own
lines, he discovered it was a dead Confederate.
Lighting a lantern, the Captain suddenly caught his breath and
went numb with shock. In the dim light he saw the soldier’s face
- - his own son! (The young man had been studying music in the
South when the war broke out, and without telling his father, had
enlisted in the Confederate Army.)
The following morning, the heart-broken father asked his superiors for permission to give his son a decent funeral. The request
was denied since the soldier was Confederate. However, out of
respect for the Captain, they consented to his having one musician. The Captain chose a bugler and at his request, the bugler
played a series of musical notes that had been found in the youth’s
uniform. Those notes, blown through that bugle, created the
haunting, captivating melody we know today as “TAPS”!
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